


You’re In the Right Place If…
• You’re Brand New to Pickleball and You've 

Played Just About Every Other Racket 
Sport on the Planet (Even if You Were 
Never Particularly Great At Any Of Them)... 

• You’re Brand New to Pickleball and You've 
Competed In At Least One Other Racket 
Sport at a Very High Level... 

• You're a Racket Sport Player Who's Been 
Playing Pickleball for a While, And You're 
One of the Best Players You Know, But 
You Haven't Played at a National Level and 
You Don't Know For Sure How You'd Stack 
Up (Though You'd Like to Think You're Up 
to Snuff)



This Training is For You If…

• You are determined to improve your game 
quickly, and you are willing to try some 
new approaches in order to get better 
results… 

• You have begun to realize (or at least 
suspect) that playing advanced doubles 
pickleball is different than what you are 
used to from your other sports…

???



Introduction
PREM CARNOT 
• The World’s Premier Pickleball Coach… 
• Has helped over 10,000 players improve their game… 
• Appears in Pickleball Magazine, Pickleball Channel, The Pickleball Show, and 2-time featured coach at the USAPA 

National Tournament… 
• Bronze Medal at Nationals in the 19+ age division 
• Won Silver in the French National Table Tennis Tournament & Lost to the Guy Who Became World Champion 
• While he is best known as “The Pickleball Guru” frequently calls himself “The PBS” for his willingness to play 

anytime, anywhere, with anybody, under any conditions…) 
• He sometimes puts the the em-PHA-sis on the wrong syll-AB-le…but he also speaks 5 languages, so I usually give 

him a break… 
!

WENDY GARRIDO 
• I’m your host for today’s training, and I do 99% of the Writing for The Pickleball Guru… 
• I’m Prem’s co-author on our Amazon Bestseller, Smart Pickleball  
• 5.0 Player who holds 2 Gold Medals and 1 Bronze for my Age Group at Nationals and Placed 4th in Women’s Open 

Doubles in 2013 at the National Tournament… 
• I’m kind of a hermit and do 90% of my work in yoga pants and a t-shirt that’s usually covered in food & baby snot…



Here’s What You’ll Learn…
• The 5 Biggest Mistakes You MUST Correct to Get Better Results and Have More Fun Out on the 

Pickleball Court 
• A Very Specific Way to Adjust Your Grip So You Can Reduce Your Back Swing and Stop Hitting 

the Ball So Hard (Without Having to Overcome the Muscle Memory Associated with Your Current 
Grip) 

• The Answer to The Most Common Questions We Get Asked About Making the Transition to 
Pickleball from other Racket Sports 

• The NEW Way to Hit Your Stroke to Stop Hitting Hard Shots Into the Net and Hit Soft Shots that 
Drop Into the Non Volley Zone from Anywhere on the Court… 

• How to Avoid the Uncertainty of Not Knowing How to Tailor Your Game to Play With or Against 
Weaker Players so You Can Finally Enjoy Yourself and Feel Challenged No Matter Who You’re 
Playing With…



Make Sure to Stay Right to the End…

At the Very End, I’m Going to Tell You How to Download 
These Exact Slides So You Can Review Them at Your 

Leisure and Come Back to Them Again and Again as You 
Improve…   



We’re Going to Take for Granted That…
• You want to improve your doubles 

strategy in pickleball… 
• You have played pickleball at least 

once, if not for a year or more… 
• You are “somewhat” to “very” 

familiar with the winning strategies 
of another racket sport… 

• You have not read our book, 
Smart Pickleball but don’t worry if 
you have, you’ll still learn a lot…



So Get Ready for the  
Lightbulbs to Go Off…

Like most things, you’ll get the most out of this training, if you stick with us, pay 
attention, put down (or turn off) other distractions, come with an open mind,  

follow along on the fill-in-the-blank handout we emailed you, and, of course, 
take notes on what makes the “lightbulb go off” as you listen…



We Can Help You…
• It doesn’t matter if you tried a bunch of racket sports and were never very 

good at any, or if you competed at very high levels in a particular racket 
sport, we understand where you’re coming from and we can help you take 
your pickleball game to the highest levels… 

• How do we know? 
• For those of you who don't know us or haven't heard our story…Let me tell 

you a little bit about our history… (If You HAVE Heard our story before, be on 
the lookout for some never-before-shared photos we literally pulled out of the 
archives…)



Prem Played  
World-Class Table Tennis…

• We both have backgrounds in racket sports, but to opposite degrees.   
• Prem trained 3-5 hours a day in a French Table Tennis club and won the Silver 

Medal in the French National table tennis tournament back in the 90s.  The guy he 
lost to eventually went on to become the world champion and make millions of 
dollars, and Prem actually had had him down 2 games out of 5 in the final match.  
You can imagine how painful it was for him to watch those last few games slip 
away… 

• After that, he was offered the chance to “go pro” but followed his dad’s advice and 
turned it down in lieu of the “safer” path of hotel management (little did he know 
that a few years later he’d be holding warm towels over his belly to stave off 
hunger pangs…but at the time it seemed like a good decision…)



Wendy Played Mediocre Tennis…
• Wendy never played a day of ping pong in her life (you can imagine how fun it was for either 

of us the one time we tried to play together 😬)…   

• I grew up taking care of my sisters at the tennis courts three times a week while my mom 
and grandpa played, and I took some lessons here and there, but I was never particularly 
good at it.  I loved to practice serving, but that was about it. 

• Once I started excelling at pickleball and my mom finally saw me play I asked “Why do I like 
pickleball so much more than tennis?” 

• She answered, “Wendy, you never liked to run.  In tennis, you have to run.  In pickleball, you 
take 3 big steps and you’re done.” 

• So if you’re like me and you’re someone who struggled to excel in tennis for lack of being 
light on your feet, fear not, you can still become an excellent pickleball player.



Then Along Came Pickleball…
• Fast forward 10 years and we discovered pickleball 

when we moved to a small island outside Seattle…  

• Because of Prem’s ping pong background, he liked 
to spin the ball a LOT. His second favorite shot was 
the lob.  

• Because I’m not particularly light on my feet, I 
struggled to chase down balls when I was at the 
back of the court, and when I did get them, I just 
smacked the heck out of them like in tennis…’cuz it’s 
a whiffle ball and that’s what it’s fun to do…. 

• So at that point, pickleball was just something we did 
for fun twice a week until one day we were invited to 
the first ever National tournament…

This is us back then… (Are we looking at Puget Sound or did  
someone just hit a highly regrettable shot in pickleball…?)



The First Nationals Was an Eye Opener…
• Little did we know that saying “Yes” would be 

such a momentous decision in our life… 

• We showed up two weeks early to practice 
with the locals and quickly said, “Woah, we 
don’t play pickleball like that back home!” as 
the ball went whizzing down the sideline and 
we lost the point…



We Got Our Butts Kicked,  
But We Got a LOT Out of It…

• We learned a LOT about winning strategies and losing strategies… 

• We met and made friends with some of the “Legends” we had heard about 
before coming (whom we lost miserably to) 

• We left nationals determined to get better and focus on a few of the keys 
things we learned like how to hit a dink shot… 

• So we went straight from Nationals to San Diego (since we heard there was 
lots of pickleball there) and played 30-40 hours per week over the next three 
months.  By this point, our life revolved around pickleball.



The Second Time at Nationals  
Was a Game Changer…

• You can bet we came back to Nationals the next 
year feeling MUCH better prepared, and indeed 
our games had progressed a lot.   

• Instead of being beginners, we were strong 
intermediate players, but we discovered we still 
had a ways to go to really play advanced 
pickleball… 

• We got beat up on again this year, but at a higher 
level this time around… 

• This is the point when Prem became a true 
student of the game…



That’s When We Started Learning Advanced 
Strategies…

• Dan Gabenek, easily the top doubles player at that 
time, was one person in particular who really 
schooled Prem that year (in a good way…mostly!!)  

• In pick-up games, Dan just kept hitting the ball 
directly at Prem’s chest and Prem was helpless…  
You can imagine how frustrating it was to get one 
ball after another whizzing into his chest…  

• His lightning-fast ping-pong reflexes couldn’t help 
him a bit when it came to playing advanced 
pickleball…   

• BECAUSE (he learned) what works in other racket 
sports DOESN’T always apply to pickleball…



And Then We Traveled All Over…
• That’s just one example of the countless 

experiences that have gone into how we 
learned advanced pickleball strategies “the 
hard way” but there are many more… 

• Once we left San Diego, we bought a VW Van 
and traveled around the country for over a year 
playing in big and small tournaments…



We Played with the Best…



And We Won Medals…

Bronze | 2010 Nationals - MX 19+ Age Division Silver | 2013 Nationals - WD 19+ Age Division

Bronze | 2013 GCSG - MDGold | 2011 Wrightwood - MD 4.5 Division

Gold | 2013 SoCal Classic - WD 5.0 Division



And More Medals…



We Got Better  
& Started Helping Others Get Better, Too… 

• That period of tournament play went a long way toward giving us a rock-solid 
understanding of advanced pickleball strategies… 

• As we traveled, more and more people were asking Prem for coaching and strategic 
advice… 

• Players who had just finished a lesson with another tennis-turned-pickleball coach 
would come to Prem for help “fixing” what they had just practiced in their lesson… 

• Other players would lose a 3.0 tournament one month and win the 4.0 division a 
couple months later saying they owed it all to him…



So We Shared What We Knew…
!

• First Prem started teaching private 
lessons, then a clinic here or there, then 
15-20 clinics a year or more… 

• We wrote an Amazon.com #1 Bestseller  
• 10 people got our email newsletter in Jan 

2013, over 7,000 now… 

• Over the past 9 years we have collected 
dozens of medals in tournaments, written 
thousands of words of pickleball strategy, 
and helped tens of thousands of players 
improve their pickleball game…

(And by the way, his dad still doesn’t consider this a viable career path…)



We Aren’t Telling You All This to Brag…
(Though It *Was* Pretty Fun to Sort Through All 

Those Old Medal Photos…)



It’s Why We Know 
 That We Can Help You…

And It’s Why We’re Here Today…  
So Let’s Dive In…



The Game Plan
1. The 2 Racket Sport Player Archetypes 

2. The 5 Biggest Mistakes 

3. The Top 3 FAQs including:  

1. How to Adapt Your Stroke to Pickleball 

2. How Be More Patient 

3. How to Adapt Your Game to Play with & Against Lower Level Players



Disclaimer: One Size Does NOT Fit All
• What we teach on this training is NOT THE ONLY WAY 

(Shocking, right?) 

• Whatever we teach is A way, not THE way.  It’s an 
EXCELLENT way that has worked for thousands of 
students I have worked with… 

• If you have something that works for you, then KEEP it, and 
DON’T change it!  Just add this to your arsenal. 

• If you are NOT getting the results you want, then try 
different things and find out what works better FOR YOU… 

• Just keep in mind, especially if you’re coming from another 
racket sport, that what works for you with your local “big 
dogs” may not be what works against “the real big dogs” 



The 2 Racket Sport Player Archetypes

The False Prodigy  
80% 
You quickly became one of the top players in your local group thanks 
to your racket sport experience…  

The Struggling Student  
20%  
You’re frustrated because you keep getting beaten in spite of your 
past racket sport experience…



It Doesn’t Matter Which You Are…
Whichever One You Feel You Are, It Actually Says LESS About YOUR 
Skill Level and MORE About the Skill Level of Those You Play With… 

“The False Prodigy” Has a Harder Time Improving Because They Don’t 
Have to Pay for Their Mistakes 

“The Struggling Student” Can Improve Quickly Because They Are 
Getting Good Competition 

Whichever You Identify With, This Training Will Help…



The 5 Biggest Mistakes Racket Sport 
Players Make in Pickleball



 Mistake #1:  
Not Getting Up to (& Staying At) the Line



Example #1

https://youtu.be/JSZwnnlwswk?t=52s 

https://youtu.be/JSZwnnlwswk?t=52s


Solution #1
Get to the Line, Stay There, & Dominate the Net



You Can Go Out  
and Apply This RIGHT NOW! 



The 5 Biggest Mistakes Racket Sport 
Players Make in Pickleball

 Mistake #1: Not Getting Up to (& Staying At) the Line 
Solution: Get to the Line, Stay There, & Dominate the Net 

 Mistake #2: 
Solution: 

 Mistake #3: 
Solution: 

 Mistake #4: 
Solution: 

 Mistake #5: 
Solution:



 Mistake #2:  
Not Communicating Clearly with Your Partner



Example #2

https://youtu.be/JSZwnnlwswk?t=8m1s

https://youtu.be/JSZwnnlwswk?t=8m1s


Solution #2
Call Every Shot, Stay in Position & Dance with 

Your Partner



You’re Leaving So Many Points on the Table If You Don’t 
Do This… Do Me a Favor, Go Out & Put This Into Practice 
Right Now: If You Take Nothing Else From This Training, 

Start Calling Every Shot



The 5 Biggest Mistakes Racket Sport 
Players Make in Pickleball

 Mistake #1: Not Getting Up to (& Staying At) the Line 
Solution: Get to the Line, Stay There, & Dominate the Net 

 Mistake #2: Not Communicating Clearly with Your Partner 
Solution: Call Every Shot, Stay in Position & Dance with Your Partner 

 Mistake #3: 
Solution: 

 Mistake #4: 
Solution: 

 Mistake #5: 
Solution:



 Mistake #3:  
Hitting (Almost) Every Shot Hard with Spin



Example #3



Solution #3
Set Yourself Up Until You Can Put It Away



The 5 Biggest Mistakes Racket Sport 
Players Make in Pickleball

 Mistake #1: Not Getting Up to (& Staying At) the Line 
Solution: Get to the Line, Stay There, & Dominate the Net 

 Mistake #2: Not Communicating Clearly with Your Partner 
Solution: Call Every Shot, Stay in Position & Dance with Your Partner 

 Mistake #3: Hitting Every Shot Hard with Spin 
Solution: Set Yourself Up Until You Can Put It Away 

 Mistake #4: 
Solution: 

 Mistake #5: 
Solution:



 Mistake #4:  
Not Having Your Paddle In the Correct Ready 

Position



Example #4

https://youtu.be/JSZwnnlwswk?t=17m22s



Solution #4
Set Yourself Up Until You Can Put It Away 
!

“My previous racket experience was racquetball. I found that many of the skills transferred over 
but realized I was doing something wrong at the net…Then I read your pointer on holding the 
paddle up…and that made a world of difference. I had a bad racket ball habit of holding the 
paddle down by my knees.”



The 5 Biggest Mistakes Racket Sport 
Players Make in Pickleball

 Mistake #1: Not Getting Up to (& Staying At) the Line 
Solution: Get to the Line, Stay There, & Dominate the Net 

 Mistake #2: Not Communicating Clearly with Your Partner 
Solution: Call Every Shot, Stay in Position & Dance with Your Partner 

 Mistake #3: Hitting Every Shot Hard with Spin 
Solution: Set Yourself Up Until You Can Put It Away 

 Mistake #4: Not Having Your Paddle In the Correct Ready Position 
Solution: Hold Your Paddle Up in Front of Your Chest & About 10’-12” Out 

 Mistake #5: 
Solution:



 Mistake #5:  
 Creating Bad Karma



Solution #5
Remember Where You Came From (a.k.a. Chill 

Out… It’s Supposed to Be Fun)



Example
From an ambassador about a player who had recently attended one of my clinics and 
was known to have a bad attitude 

 
“You need to hear this about [Bob]. He called me and wanted to know if he could go to 
[one of our local venues] to play. This is a location which caters to new and social 
players only.  I was a bit surprised and reminded him of this. He said,  "I promise to not 
embarrass you. I've been playing differently since I've worked with The Guru."  
I gave him my blessing and planned to call my friend who facilitates that location to warn 
her but never got around to it, for some reason.  That afternoon, she called me.  It seems 
[Bob} came and played like a perfect gentleman, charming them all with his stories 
about [his hometown].  They would love for him to come back! Prem, I hope you are 
smiling…:-)"



Whether You Ever Buy Anything From Us Again or Not, I 
Hope that This Reminder Will Go a Long Way Toward 

Making Your Time on the Courts More Fun for You (AND 
for the People You Play With)



The 5 Biggest Mistakes Racket Sport 
Players Make in Pickleball

 Mistake #1: Not Getting Up to (& Staying At) the Line 
Solution: Get to the Line, Stay There & Dominate the Net 

 Mistake #2: Not Communicating Clearly with Your Partner 
Solution: Call Every Shot, Stay in Position & Dance with Your Partner 

 Mistake #3: Hitting Every Shot Hard with Spin 
Solution: Set Yourself Up Until You Can Put It Away 

 Mistake #4: Not Having Your Paddle In the Correct Ready Position 
Solution: Hold Your Paddle Up & Out 

 Mistake #5: Creating Bad Karma 
Solution: Remember Where You Came From (a.k.a. Chill Out… It’s Supposed to Be Fun)



BONUS  
“Because We Love You”  

CONTENT



To Download These Slides, Go To: 
www.ThePickleballGuru.com/slides 

After 1:30 Pacific Today, July 19  
& 

Before Friday, July 22 at 8:55 pm

http://www.ThePickleballGuru.com/slides


The Top 3 FAQs About  
Transitioning to Pickleball



First, The NOT Very FAQs
• “Never played a racket sport before” 
• “How can I hit harder back hands?” 
• “Foosball uses very fast hands and wrists (I use a lot of wrist movement in pickleball)…” 
• “Recently tweaked my knee while playing....am wearing a "transformer" type brace for the next few months. So, 

my mobility is much more limited. How do I adjust my game strategy? more precision? more "keep 'em in the 
back”?" 

• “Should I work harder to break my angle shots? Or, maybe I should strap a 2x4 on my wrist to take the "wrist 
action" from my shots. 😜” 

• “When you get a short ball that you can punish you opponents with a hard ground stroke do you take it or let it 
pass and dink instead.” 

• “My biggest problem is with the tennis players that take up pickleball and want to stand at the baseline and do 
nothing but slam the ball as hard as they can. OK if I and my partner are at the kitchen line, but I find in mixed 
doubles some ladies are frightened of being hit, and back away. How can you shut these type of players down?”



FAQ #1:  
“How Do I Adapt My Stroke…?”

“In tennis, many shots are hit with a the "sideways" stance and a long windup.  In pickleball, the shots are 
typically hit with the feet parallel to the net and the ball often "punched"” 
“…wanting to hit backhand like a tennis racket..(with a full swoop, when doesn't need to be !!!)” 
“ Is there a different swing?  Former racketball players swat the ball more. Best swing?” 
“A tennis forehand is low to high with a finish near the ear lob,  do I also finish the forehand PB stroke like 
that?” 
“Stop doing large swings as in tennis” 
“Try to do shorter punches and short swings” 
“How can I remember to bend & push, more than swing?” 
“Can I use a big swing from the baseline for power and spin (topspin, sidespin) like I do in tennis?” 
“Changing muscle memory from racquetball to Pickleball.” 
“…winding up and taking a full swing instead of just punching the ball.” 
“Not swinging the paddle when I see the ball coming at me; keeping my paddle in my peripheral vision and 
punching versus swinging.” 
“Backswing and controlling the ball.” 
“What to actually do with paddle swing for different shots?”



Suggestions For Adapting Your Stroke
Hit the Ball Out in Front of You 
If you’re struggling with the tennis, racquetball or paddle tennis back 
swing, rotate your thumb so it’s not wrapping around the grip and instead 
it’s running parallel to the grip, pointing toward the end of your paddle. 
Forces you to hit softer.



Suggestions For Adapting Your Stroke
Don’t Skim the Net, It’s a Low Percentage Shot (We’re Talking Especially to 
You Racquetball Players!) 
Drill: Without a paddle, hold a ball, take a step like you’re bowling, and toss 
the ball gently (like a softball player) so it makes a “loopy” drop into the 
non-volley zone.  Do this until you can do it consistently.  Then use your 
paddle and go for the same motion until you can consistently drop the ball 
into the non-volley zone.



Test him on this – go out and immediately apply either 
the change in thumb position or the bowling toss. 

Then let us know…



FAQ #2:  
“Quick! How Can I Get More Patient?”

“Slowing down my game to get more control…” 
“Biggest challenge is learning to harness and use power…” 
“Patience!!!” 
“Transitioning to slow play…” 
“Learning the control/touch game.  Patience. 
“My biggest problem transitioning is hitting the soft shot…” 
“The hardest part of pickleball for me is learning the soft game…” 
“How to slow the game down by not trying to hit a winner with each shot…” 
“My biggest challenge is not to be so aggressive, and slow down and plan 
my shots.”



Be the Crouching Tiger…
• I always tell my students to be like 

the crouching tiger stalking its 
prey…  

• Because a tiger that only knows 
how to pounce and never stalks 
would never get close enough to 
the prey to catch it…Right? 

• What I am teaching you to do is to 
know when to stalk and when to 
pounce… It’s important 
distinction…



Quick Ways to Become More Patient
Be the Crouching Tiger 
Center Yourself.  Take 3 deep breaths all the way down to your tummy and 
make your belly go OUT at the very end, not in. 
Practice Meditation.



FAQ #3: 
“How Do I Play Nice?”

“One of my most difficult transitions in this game, is adapting to my various partners. I play quite competitively, this 
often finds me moving into their side of the court to take shots that could possibly be played by either of us. 
Sometimes this is appreciated. Sometimes it is not. If I back off on this approach, I see numerous balls going past 
both of us that should have been returned. This is an awkward part of my game that has room for improvement.” 

“With tennis I played mainly singles and only needed to be responsible for my own play.  Now that I am older and 
playing pickleball I play mainly doubles. New responsibility for playing with a partner requires more communication 
and coordinated movement on the court. I'm interested in finding ways to be a more involved partner in mixed 
doubles where my female partner gets the majority of the balls and I often feel like I'm just a place holder to keep the 
opposing team from hitting to half of the court.” 

“Changing mindset when you go from 4.0 to middle level play - Is there a courtesy of not hitting it hard knowing they 
can't handle it?…” 

“Game Strategy and playing with many different partners” 

“Playing with varying partners in social play is tricky…Need to be able to change my game,when playing with a 
weaker partner, in order to fit varying circumstances.”



Suggestions for How to Play Nice
• “Drive On the Right Side of the Road” - Do What You’re Supposed to Do 
• Instead of Smacking the Ball Every Chance You Get, Keep the Ball in Play.  

Focus on Placement and Consistency Rather than Winning the Point or Game 
• Set a Personal Challenge - (i.e. “I’m going to practice drop shots every 

chance I get…”)



“WOW!! I had quite a nice day yesterday. My pball game changed and it all 
came together. Instead of looking for "better players", I took [three of them] 
under my wing and we did some retraining. Let's call it reinforcing what we 
already know from the book but do not do… OUR GAMES CHANGED 
DRAMATICALLY AFTER THAT LITTLE BIT….Prem, it was like night and day.  
The game changed and it was a blast. A lot more variety than the old game.  
And it brought the lesser players into the game as equals…  It was a lot more 
fun.  Very cool.  THANKS.”



Other FAQs  
(a.k.a We Heard You!)

• How to Hit a More Consistent Drop Shot 
• How to Improve Your Dink Shot 
• How to Avoid Injury 
• How to Slow the Ball Down against Hard Hitters 
• We will try to include these topics in future webinars 
• In a minute, we’re going to tell you about even better way to get Prem’s help 

with all this and more...



Please, Please, Please Remember…
• This is NOT just theory… 
• This is exactly what we did to go from getting our butt’s kicked to playing 

with the top players in the world… 
• It is exactly the same principle whether you are brand new to pickleball or 

have been playing for for a while… 
• We used these steps, not only to improve our own games, but to help 

thousands and thousands of students around the world…



So, What’s This All About? 
• DRAWING ON Your Racket Sport Experience, Without Being HELD BACK By 

It… 
• It’s About Getting as Good at Pickleball as You Were in Your Previous Racket 

Sport (or Better!) 
• Getting Better Results on the Pickleball Courts—Quickly, and Without Getting 

Younger, Faster or Stronger… 
• Not Being Intimidated or Feeling “Not Good Enough” When You’re On the Court 
• Discovering How Good You Can Actually Get In This Crazy, Fun Sport That We 

All Love…



I’m Not Sure Why You  
Showed Up Here Today…

• It May Be Because You’re Fed Up of Losing to the Same People (Especially 
The Ones You Think You Should Be Able to Beat)… 

• It May Be Because You’ve Got a Competitive Streak and Want to Get Up to 
Speed Fast so You Can Start Winning Tournaments… 

• Or Maybe You’re Just Getting Started, You’re Totally Addicted and You Want 
to Find Out How Far You Can Go in this Sport— Without Wasting a Lot of 
Time Building Bad Habits or Fumbling Around Trying to Figure Out What 
Works and What Doesn’t…



I Hope You Really “Get”  
This One Thing…

•  We have figured out the formula for transitioning to playing advanced 
pickleball, whatever your racket sport background… 

• The years we have spent learning, playing, and teaching pickleball have really 
shown me that it really doesn’t take a lot to be better than 80% of the 
pickleball players in the country right now… 

• This is something that you CAN do… 
• In a very short period of time, you can learn the strategies and techniques to 

play better than 80% of players in the country…



So, The Obvious Question Is…
“How Do I Apply All This to Improve My Pickleball Game?” 

You Have a Choice:  

1.You Can Do It Slow…  
• Using Trial & Error and Some of What I’ve Taught You Today…  
• You Can Watch Youtube Videos, Order Every Book on Amazon, Try to 

Weave Your Way Through the Often Conflicting Advice You Get From Better 
Players Near You, Travel Around the Country to Play with Different Players 
and Learn Different Approaches…



Or, You Can Do It Quickly…
By attending one of my Bootcamp Breakthrough Experiences, where I’ll 
personally guide you through my tried & tested 7-Part Pickleball Breakthrough 
training program…

Register at: PBallBootcamp.com 



“Everything in life 
should be as simple as 
possible, not simpler.”

- Albert Einstein



The Bootcamp Breakthrough 
Experience Is…

• Designed to Help You Make a Quantum Leap in Your Game (And Your 
Confidence)...  

• It’s EXACTLY What You Need to Improve Your Pickleball Game, Just Like 
Hundreds of My Students Have Already Experienced Working with Me in a 
Small Group Setting… 

• It is Absolutely the Fastest Way to Get From a Beginner or Intermediate Level 
Player to playing at the 4.0+ advanced level…

Register at: PBallBootcamp.com 



This Process Transformed Charlotte’s Game
• Charlotte Stacey Could Practically Quote My Book Verbatim, But Was 

the Weakest Player at Bootcamp… 

• She Worked Hard Every Day & Improved by Leaps & Bounds in MY 
Eyes, But Was Frustrated by the Strong Winds that Week and Didn’t 
Feel She Was Playing as Well As She Would Have Liked By the End… 

• When I called her a week or two later to follow up, she told me that 
before bootcamp, she had been the person at home that nobody 
really wanted to play with.  Since Bootcamp, she was now playing 
with the top players in the area and SHE was the one picking and 
choosing her partners. In less than a week, under less than ideal 
conditions, she had transformed her game forever. 

• And she's not the only one who made such a great improvement, they 
were pretty standard across the board...

Register at: PBallBootcamp.com 



Bootcamp Helps You Do This…



Not This…



How Does it Compare to My Clinics?
The Pickleball Guru Academy 2-day Clinic:  
• A MUCH larger group (up to 48 participants, 6 participants per court) and is 

only for a 1/2 day, two days in a row…  If you’re lucky, I might be able to give 
you 60 seconds of individualized attention during the drills. 

• Whereas, Bootcamp is a minimum of three FULL (long) days of training with 
me in a small-group, which means that you’ll get TONS of customized 
attention from me to improve your game…
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Here’s What Guests Had to Say at the 
End of Bootcamp… 



 “I now have confidence…”

“I wanted to thank you for the wonderful bootcamp experience… I 
learned a lot from you and it improved my game by 110%. I now 
know where I should be standing and who's ball it is, which is a lot 
of the game (being at the right place at the right time) but most 
important is I now have confidence when I play — and that you 
can't put a price on. Again, many thanks.” 

—Jan C.





So What Exactly Is It?
• The Bootcamp Breakthrough Experience is a Small-Group, Intensive Training 

Program that is By Invitation Only…  
• If You Are Still Here with Me, Then It Tells Me You’re Committed, And You Can 

Consider Yourself Invited… 
• It Takes Place at Several Locations Across the World… 
• It Lasts 3 Days in the Continental US and 5 Days in Other Locations 
• I don’t allow any more than 16 Guests per bootcamp to make sure everyone 

gets the attention they deserve…
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More Details…
!

• 4+ Hours of On-Court Training Time Per Day, PLUS Optional Recreational & 
Drill Time for the True Fanatics 

• Includes: 6 On-Court Training Sessions PLUS 1 Private Foursome Lesson  
• I’ll treat you to Lunch at Least Twice During Bootcamp and have Water, 

Sports Drinks, and Light Snacks at the Courts 
• Other Meals & Accommodations are NOT included
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Here’s What We’ll Work on Together…



On-Court Training Session #1

Establishing a Baseline

• Session 1 is all about Evaluation and Assessment.  

• It’s where I see exactly what you’re doing right and 
(more importantly) what you need help with so that 
you don’t waste a minute of time blindly following 
the advice of every Tom, Dick and Harriet, but you 
can ZERO IN on YOUR particular weaknesses, 
which will have the greatest impact on improving 
YOUR game.   

• PLUS, it is video recorded, so that you have a 
baseline and you can actually SEE for yourself the 
difference in how you play from the beginning of 
bootcamp to the end
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On-Court Training Session #2 
Drop Shot ’til You Drop

• The Single Most Common Question I Get From People 
(Once They Know What a Drop Shot IS) is “How Can I 
Improve My Drop Shot?” 

• Well, this is the answer.   
• In Session #2, We Drill on the Drop Shot, hitting it from 

the Baseline, from Mid-Court and (Maybe Most 
Importantly) Defending Against a BAD Drop Shot PLUS, I 
Give You Specific Feedback on How to Improve YOURS. 

• This means that by the end of this session, you’ll know 
what it feels like to sink drop shot after drop shot, and 
EXACTLY what you were doing RIGHT to make it happen 
so that when you go home, my voice will be ringing in 
your head and you’ll be able to do the same thing at 
home.  
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On-Court Training Session #3

Dominate the Net (a.k.a. Be a Shark at the Net)

• In this session, we’ll work on improving your 
dinks, volleys and put-away shots, so that you 
feel comfortable, confident and assured when 
you play at the non-volley line so that you’ll 
never feel intimidated playing against another 
team at the net. 

• PLUS, I’ll show you how to slow the ball down, 
so that you can take control of the point, take 
advantage of the opportunities you get (instead 
of blowing them), and win MORE games — 
even and especially against hard-hitters.  
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On-Court Training Session #4 
Developing Consistency

• I always say that there is virtually no difference in skill 
level between a 4.0, a 4.5 and a 5.0 player.  The 
difference is consistency. 

• In this session, we pull out the ol’ ball machine (okay, 
actually it’s almost brand new), and get you set up 
drilling on your weakest shot.  This means that when 
you go home, instead of saying “Oh no, they’re hitting 
to my backhand” you’ll say, “Oh goodie, they’re hitting 
to my backhand.  I remember how to do this.  No 
biggie.” 

• PLUS, we’ll also work on dropshots, overheads and any 
other shots you request, so that you don’t have to 
worry about leaving bootcamp without drilling on “that 
one thing” you know you want to work on…
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On-Court Training Session #5 
Dance with Your Partner

• This is many people’s FAVORITE part of 
bootcamp… 

• This is all about positioning yourself correctly 
relative to the ball and your partner so that when 
you go home, you will be prepared for shots that 
would have previously gone whizzing by you, 
you’ll never wonder “Who’s shot should that 
have been?” as you watch it go sailing down the 
middle, and this is one of the major skills that 
will move your game into the advanced levels — 
QUICKLY.
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On-Court Training Session #6 
Taking it Home

• This is another part of Bootcamp that guests rave about.  
Drilling and training is good, but most of the time, when you 
get into a game setting, everything you learned goes out the 
window.  
 
In this session, we play out actual points where I coach you 
as you’re playing to implement what we’ve practiced. That 
way, when you get home, you’ll already have practice 
PLAYING OUT A GAME with your new skills so you won’t be 
as likely to revert to old habits and you’ll ACTUALLY see a 
change after bootcamp. 

• PLUS, this is also where you’ll get your “Game Plan” 
assignments to take home with you, so that the 
improvement doesn’t stop when you leave bootcamp.  You’ll 
know exactly what YOU need to work on to keep taking 
YOUR game to an even higher level.
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Bonus—On Court Training Session #7: Your 
Private Foursome Lesson

• The content of this lesson is catered to the wants, needs and 
interests of the guests who are participating.   

• This is a great opportunity to ask questions that might not 
have been covered in the general training sessions, to get my 
help fine-tuning the shot of your choice, or to get specific 
feedback & practice on how you and your partner are playing 
together.   

• This will make sure that you go home without a question 
unanswered and with plenty of focused attention from me.  
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WHERE Does It Take Place?

Denver, Colorado | Sept 16-18, 2016 
Kona, Hawaii | October 10-14, 2016 
Vero Beach, Florida | Jan 3-5, 2017 
Tucson, Arizona | March 24-26, 2017 
!

…& More Coming By Request in 2017
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But That’s Not All…



LIVE, WEBINAR-ONLY BONUS
• I will NOT be emailing a reminder about this tonight, but since you stuck with 

me to the end, you’re in the know… 
• If you register for YOUR Bootcamp Breakthrough by 11:55 pm Pacific tonight 

(Tuesday, July 19, 2016) you’ll also get a FREE 1/2-hour Skype Coaching 
Session with Me! (Valued at $300!) 

• As soon as you register, you’ll get a link in your Welcome email which will give 
you access to my personal calendar for the next month so you can choose 
your Skype (or Facetime) Coaching Session. If you want to set the camera up 
so I can watch you play, you can do that, OR we can just have a face to face 
chat, whichever you prefer.
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AND, I’ll Also Give You My Digits…
• When you order using the link below, you’ll also get direct phone access to 

me if you want to ask me a question about pickleball, bootcamp, or just 
about anything else… And of course, you can save my number in your phone 
so that you can keep me updated on your progress after bootcamp, and 
contact me anytime in the future, so that you’ll never have a question about 
playing advanced pickleball that you can’t have answered at the touch of a 
button…
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How Much Will This Cost Me?
• The last person I worked with privately paid $1,000 for 2.5 hours of courtime with me… 

(At that rate, bootcamp would cost about $8,000…) 
• The current rate for a 1-Day VIP Intensive with me is just about $5,000 a day 
• These rates might seem high until you remember there are about 3 million pickleball 

players in the world (and more every day) but just one of me.   
• And then you’ve also got to remember that the expertise you’ll draw on at bootcamp 

took me DECADES to develop (starting in my table tennis days) and I’ve invested 
thousands and thousands of dollars in travel expenses and tournament fees, not to 
mention easily over ten thousand hours of playing, practicing and teaching.  

• So with all that in mind, the regular price for Bootcamp is about $3000 per person, but…
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It Will Cost You Less  
Than Half of That…

You can get started today for $1497. 

You’ll immediately get your bootcamp welcome package including: 
• A copy of my Smart Pickleball e-book which you can start reading TONIGHT 

so that you can start improving your game before you even get to bootcamp… 
• PLUS, the link to schedule your 30-Minute LIVE Skype or FaceTime Coaching 

Call with Me so I can give you customized feedback NOW to give you an even 
bigger jump-start on camp. ($300 value) 

• My Personal Cell # So You Can Call Me Anytime You Want Before or After 
Bootcamp with Your Pickleball Questions
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But You’ll Also Get…
• Your autographed copy of Smart Pickleball, delivered to your doorstep about 4-5 

days from today… (Cover Price $24.95)  
• A COMPLIMENTARY “Pickleball Guru Signature Paddle” also autographed for 

you (A $129 value) will be waiting for you with your name on it when you arrive at 
bootcamp…
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Lock in This Special Offer…

• When you accept our invitation and register today, you are 
locking in your seat (at an exceptional price) for any one of 
the current OR upcoming bootcamps.   

• If you know exactly which one you want to attend, you can 
register for it now.  If you’re not sure yet, pick one and you 
can change it later if space is available. 

• Either way, you’ll want to RSVP and register today to lock in 
this special price & special offer. 
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To Sum Up…
• If you want to make that transition to playing PICKLEBALL and mastering all 

the nuances of the game, if you want to beat better players, compete at a 
higher level, feel more confident on the court, and win more games—without 
waiting several years, wasting time following (maybe good, maybe bad) 
advice that might not actually apply to you, there is no better solution. 

• This is EXACTLY what we BOTH needed when we started playing pickleball.   
• You’ll get all 7 on-court training sessions at the bootcamp 
• You’ll get the e-book, the autographed paperback book, the Skype coaching 

session, PLUS phone access to me…
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Guaranteed to Improve Your Game!
• You can start for only $1497… 
• AND, we have a full 60 Day Guarantee — If you participate fully in Bootcamp 

and don’t feel like it has improved your level of play after returning home for 
60 days, you can ask for a full refund (no hassles, guaranteed)
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Right Now

Go to: PBallBootcamp.com  
on your computer, tablet or smart phone



You Will  
See This  

Order Page

Enter The Coupon Code for Your 
Selected Location to Get the Special 
Webinar Pricing



Scroll Down  
& Enter Your Info



Confirm Details & 
You’re In!



You Can Get Started Immediately

So just open your internet  
browser and type in: 

 
PBallBootcamp.com


